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SUMMARY

 ■ New addition to the popular ≤10A 
DLRO range

 ■ Up to 2000 Ω with 1 µΩ resolution

 ■ 2A hand held, lightweight tester

 ■ Color display, intuitive operation

 ■ High level of safety CATIV 300V

 ■ High level of protection 600V 
without blowing fuse

 ■ High level of noise immunity

 ■ Competes with Metrel MI3242

 ■ Tough construction with IP54 
ingress protection

SALES MESSAGE

DLRO2 – Digital or Ducter™ Low Resistance Ohmmeter 2A (Max test current)

The DLRO2 is latest in a long line of Megger DLRO products. The DLRO has become the go-to 

instrument for many power utilities and industries around the world providing confidence in critical 

connections and joints. The low resistance test is a key part in maintaining reliability, both long term 

and short term. It is also key in maintaining safety and in fire protection. Low current DLRO range of 

instruments, typically 10A or below, provide an easy to use and portable solution backed up with the 

Megger worldwide reputation for safety, quality and reliability. The Megger history of innovation is also 

continued with the DLRO2.

The strategy for the new DLRO2 is to combine the relative high output, accuracy and repeatability of a 

DLRO with the convenience of a small hand held format. The DLRO2 will provide a toolbox sized, take 

anywhere solution with the highest level of safety. Many applications for DLRO are either in locations 

tight for space, locations with difficult access or they are being used by customers who require 

something extremely portable.
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Product Introduction

The DLRO2 is a truly hand held, lightweight 2 Amp low resistance ohmmeter. Operating from AA 

NiMH rechargeable batteries, that can be swapped for alkaline to make sure you can always test, the 

instrument features as a number of new innovations:

Megger DLR02 icons 

µΩ µΩ

mΩ

 � Dedicated long test lead mode that optimizes the instrument to work with 

very long test leads

 � Ideal for wind turbine testing, and various aerospace applications

Megger DLR02 icons 

µΩ µΩ

mΩ

 � Inductive test mode with a new automatic stop when the inductance  

is fully charged

 � A time saving and convenient feature

 � Ability to compare three measurements on the display at one time

 � Great for comparing three stator windings, or three phases of cable  

joint,s etc.

 � Difference meter, as scales indicating percentage difference between  

a number of measurements and an initial reference measurement

 � Easily identifying that one joint or connection with a little higher 

resistance than all the others, these are the major faults in the future

The design is equally at home in manufacturing as it is in a switch yard, this instrument is designed to 

be extremely easy to use, provide highly repeatable test results and versatile.
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Product Family

The DLRO2 is an addition to the successful DLRO low current range from Dover, UK and will be 

followed over the coming months with a DLRO2X version. The completed low current, low resistance 

measuring instrument range from Dover, UK will then look like this:

BT51

 � Case with lid design

 � Old legacy instrument, 2A only output only, mΩ resolution

 � Key sales points

 � Easy to use

 � 2A test current into 2 ohms capability, so great for long test leads

NEW DLRO2

 � Hand held size and design

 � Five test currents up to 2A, µΩ resolution

 � Key sales points

 � Easy to use with high protection

 � 1A into 4 ohms, for long test leads

 � IP54 in use

DLRO10

 � Hang from the neck design

 � Five test currents up to 10A, 0.1 µΩ resolution

 � Key sales points

 � Reliable and trusted instrument with high protection

 � 10A test current

 � Detachable battery pack

 � 0.25W output limited

DLRO10X

 � Same as DLRO10 but with test result data storage

 � Additional key sales points

 � Ability to store comments with each stored test result

 � User settable test limits

DLRO10HD

 � Case with lid design

 � Five test currents up to 10A, 0.1 µΩ resolution

 � Key selling points

 � HD = heavy duty construction

 � High and low power outputs

 � IP54 in use

DLRO10HDX

 � Same as DLRO10HD but with test result data storage
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Benefits/Features

The DLRO2 enjoys four unique sales points. 

   UNIQUE BENEFIT 1:

Ability to test with very long test leads. Great for applications such as:

 � Testing lightning protection on wind turbines

 � Testing aircraft bonding and resistance between lightning receptors

 � Subsea cable laying testing safety ground connections

In this photograph a DLRO10 is being used, however the DLRO2 offers a smaller, lighter, and safer 

solution. The test leads used are large, heavy and expensive, leading many customers to make their 

own cable reels rather than purchase our KC100 reels. New lightweight, more cost effective solutions 

are currently in development to compliment the new DLRO2 ability to apply 1A test current to up to 3 

ohms overall total resistance (C1 to C2 terminals).

  ENABLING UNIQUE FEATURE: 

Long test lead / mΩ test mode

 � Separate, easy to select, test mode that optimizes the 

instrument for use with very long test leads

 � Maximizes compliance voltage

 � Only tests at 1A with positive only output tolerance to comply 

with 1A minimum current requirements for wind turbine and 

aerospace requirements

 � Can apply 1A in a total resistance of up to 3 Ω, allowing 

potentially over 150m of test cable to be used

 � Hint: The long test lead mode is also a uni-direction current test and only displays in mΩ, 

making it ideal for:

 � Replacing old BT51 instruments where a 1A test current is sufficient

 � Being used by non-technical staff where a measurement can be a number since the units 

will not change from mΩ

Although the DLRO2 is not considered to be a BT51 replacement, in aerospace both Airbus and Boeing 

call for a test current from 1A to 2A. Additionally, in the wind turbine lightning protection test procedure 

from Vesta’s quote a 1A minimum test current. The DLRO2 will have a 1A into 4 ohms capability, so for 

those who don’t worry about using the 2A test current the DLRO2 will meet their requirements.
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Unique Benefits

  UNIQUE BENEFIT 2: 

Ability to quickly compare a number of subsequent measurements. Ideal for:

Testing lots of similar connections such as bus bar joints, cable lugs, crimps etc. making it easy  

to identify connections with slightly higher measurements that could indicate a latent fault.  

This is something that could eventually develop into a major failure.

Small increases in resistance in a joint can be 

the seed for a future fault. 

These small differences can indicate 

numerous faults from small amounts  

of corrosion, poor crimping, trapped  

iron filings, contamination, and loose  

nuts and bolts. 

These small difference in resistance  

would not be detected using a  

200 mA continuity test.

   ENABLING UNIQUE FEATURE:

Difference meter

 � A plus and minus percentage scale  

along the top of the display

 � First measurement becomes a 0% reference measurement, each subsequent measurement  

will cause a pointer to move to indicate the % difference from that reference measurement.  

Each measurement leaves a marker on the scale allowing an easy indication of the % range  

of measurements. 

 � Noisy measurements leave a red marker

 � Reference can be reset using yellow tick button

 � Hint: If not required, the difference meter can be switched off in the settings menu,  

which allows the main measurement digits to become larger. 
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Unique Benefits

UNIQUE BENEFIT 3:

Saves time and battery power when testing resistance of inductive loads

 � Great for testing small / medium sized 

motors or transformers in  

production environment

 � Can start the test and not have to 

watch for resistance measurement to 

stabilise as the inductance becomes 

charged then stop the test

   ENABLING UNIQUE FEATURE:

Selectable AUTO STOP function in inductive mode

 � Instrument will automatically stop test and hold  

final value as soon as the measurement has become 

stable (i.e. the inductance has fully charged)

 � Feature can be turned on and off using a soft key 

 � Hint: The DLRO2 can display three test results at the 

same time; the current measurement and the previous 

two results. This is ideal for comparing the resistance of 

three-phase applications such as stator windings, switch 

contacts, cable joints and much more.

2. Previous 
measurement

1. Current 
measurement

3. Previous 
but one 

measurement
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Unique Benefits

  UNIQUE BENEFIT 4:

Keeps you testing like no other competitor product available

 � Helps to prevent time wasted replacing blown fuses

 � Help to prevent time wasted waiting for expensive instrument repairs to be carried out

 � Coupled with the DLRO2 high CATIV 300V rating provides confidence to the user that they are 

using the safest instrument available

ENABLING UNIQUE FEATURE:

SAFETY AND ELECTRICAL PROTECTION
Safety rating CATIII 600 V / CATIV 300 V to EN 61010,  

IEC 61010-031 : 2015, IEC 61010-030

Safety category rating valid to altitude of 3000 m
Live voltage Active live voltage protection to 600 V between any test terminals 

without blowing a fuse. 
Live voltage warning on display and audible when >5 V is applied 
between any test terminals. 
Fuse protected to 1000 V, fuses are not user changeable.

Protected to 600V live voltage connection without blowing a fuse

 � Helps to keep you testing after inadvertent connection to live voltage. No time wasted finding and 

fitting a new fuse like other instruments on the market

 � Note: The DLRO2 can only detect differential voltages. As a hand held product there is no 

instrument reference to ground, like there is on a DLRO100. Therefore, the DLRO2 cannot detect 

common mode voltages, such as what would happen if the instrument’s test leads were all 

connected to a live bus bar, for example.

 � Hint: The DLRO CATIV 300V rating is also valid up to a 3000m altitude, rather than the standard 

2000m requirement of IEC EN 61010. This makes the DLRO2 safer to use in high altitude locations.

 600 V = No fuse blown
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Distinctive Sales Points

  DISTINCTIVE BENEFIT 1:

Provides confidence to the user  
and purchaser. 

They are using or buying the safest  
product on the market.

  ENABLING DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

CATIII 600V / CATIV 300V safety rating

 � CATIV 300V means it can be used safely on external supply equipment rated at up to 300V phase 

to earth / ground

 � CATIV 600V means it can be used safely on internal building wiring rated up to 600V phase to 

earth / ground

 � Note: The DLRO2 is not to be used to measure resistance on live circuit

Protected with 50 kA high breaking capacity fuses up to 1000V

 � Keeps you safe after inadvertent connection to higher live voltages and high energy transients / 

surges

 � Note: The fuses are NOT user changeable. Should internal fuses blow, the instrument should be 

inspected by an authorized service center (ASC) to ensure it wasn’t the result of a high energy 

transient or surge that may have caused other issues. 

  Live voltage warning indication 

 � When inadvertently connected to a live voltage, the DLRO2 with 

inhibit testing will give an audible and visual warning

In addition to the unique feature of being protected to 600V live voltage 

connection without blowing a fuse
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Distinctive Sales Benefits

  DISTINCTIVE BENEFIT 2:

Always ready to test

  ENABLING DISTINCTIVE FEATURE

Standard fitted AA rechargeable NiMH batteries may be changed to 

Alkaline

 � Forgetting to charge the DLRO2 will not stop you from testing. 

Simply change the 6 x AA rechargeable batteries to alkaline and 

carry on testing. 

 � In settings menu, simply change the battery type from NiMH 

to Alkaline to inhibit charging and optimize the DLRO2’s 

performance 

 � Additional protection prevents damage should a user 

inadvertently try to charge the alkaline batteries

  DISTINCTIVE BENEFIT 3:

Can be used outdoors in rainy and dusty conditions

  ENABLING DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

IP54 rated

The first digit “5” means the DLRO2 is dust protected:

“Ingress of dust is not entirely prevented, but it must not enter in 

sufficient quantity to interfere with the satisfactory operation of the 

equipment; complete protection against contact.”

The second digit “4” means the DLRO2 is protected against 

splashing water:

“Water splashing against the enclosure from any direction shall have 

no harmful effect.”

Hint: If you see a competitor proudly claiming IP40 remember this:

 � The first digit 4 means protection against objects >1mm, e.g. most wires, screws, etc.

 � The second digit 0 means there is no protection at all for water

In addition let’s not forget the DLRO2, being a Megger product, will provide a high value added 

purchase with long product life expectancy. 
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Applications

The applications for any DLRO can be far and wide, the list can be quite endless. Here is a list of some 

example applications. Please take into account the following section discusses the difference between a 

lower test current like the DLRO2’s 2A maximum output and the 10A test current. 

 � Bus bar lap joints

 � Checking for tightness, contamination or poor connection

 � Very large, high power systems would be better suited to the DLRO10 range

 � Cable crimped connections

 � Relays

 � Contact resistance

 � Ground bonds

 � Switches

 � Building lightning conductors

 � Wind turbine lightning protection

 � Application requiring long test leads, perfect for the DLRO2

 � The DLRO2 is also perfect for use in the restricted space of the nacelle

 � Airframe lightning / static protection

 � Application requiring long test leads, perfect for the DLRO2

 � Small transformers

 � Not large power distribution / transmission transformers, application better suited to MTO

 � Motor windings

 � Solder joints

 � Cable joints

 � Larger power cable joints may require higher test current than the DLRO2 can provide

 � Fuse resistance

 � Cable looms

 � Generator windings

 � Connectors

 � Small LV circuit breakers

 � Large power distribution circuit breakers require high current, application better suited to the 

DLRO100

 � Railway signalling equipment and locomotive electrical system

 � The DLRO2 size and weight is perfect for the restricted space within locomotives

Note: The DLRO2 is NOT intrinsically safe and should NOT be used in explosive environments
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DLRO2 Sales Guide

   DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TESTING AT 2A AND 10A

Testing at 2 A
 � A 1 A or 2 A four wire measurement will still find issues  

not possible with a 200mA continuity test

 � High enough current to provide 1 µΩ measurement resolution

 � Enables a smaller, lighter and hand held instrument

 � Easier to carry, store and transport

 � Less weight improves safety when working at height

 � More convenient

 � Less battery capacity required, hence the convenience  

of using 6 x AA batteries

 � The small handheld format means a more cost effective solution

Testing at 10 A
 � Five times the test current means five times the voltage  

to be measured

 � Improved signal to noise ratio improves noise immunity

 � Higher current provides better ability to heat  

and expose weaknesses

 � DLRO2 maximum power output = 4 W

 � DLRO10HD maximum power output = 25 W

 � Higher current allows 0.1 µΩ resolution

 � Ability to select both very low currents and higher currents  

like 10A provide an element of diagnosis with the ability to find issues 

such as contamination and current carrying weaknesses

 � Large format of 10A testers allows use of much larger batteries and, 

therefore, improved battery life

 � Instruments such as DLRO10HD provide the ability to test from  

a line supply, even when the internal battery is dead

 � NEMA AB 4 Guidelines for Inspection and Preventive Maintenance 

of Moulded Case Circuit Breakers Used in Commercial and Industrial 

Applications

 � Section 6.4.2.2:  A DLRO, capable of 10 to 100 amps is 

recommended as an alternative to the main method they suggest, 

which is the millivolt drop test

 � Schneider Electric Services recommend a test current of at least 10A 

to measure the contact resistance of low voltage air switches

 � Square D recommends that a DLRO (Digital Low Resistance 

Ohmmeter) be used, using a 10 A DC test current, for circuit breaker 

ratings below 100 A
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Target Customers

Power distribution

 � Large industrial site maintenance engineer

Power Utilities

 � Wind turbine wing repairer / maintenance testing lightning 

protection

 � Power generation and distribution maintenance engineer

Aerospace

 � Engineer testing lightning / static protection

Manufacturing

 � Test technician

Railways

 � Maintenance engineer
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Technical Overview

The DLRO2 measures low resistance up to 2000 Ω and has a best resolution of 1 µΩ, suitable for many 

industrial and manufacturing environments. Specialized applications such as measuring the resistance 

of EHV overhead power cable joints where measurements of very low resistance to a high level of 

accuracy and resolution is required are better suited to instruments like the DLRO10HD or DLRO100. 

The DLRO2 offers extremely good repeatability which is important for comparative measurements 

where the user is looking for connections with higher than expected resistance that would indicate an 

issue requiring rectification. 

Why Measure Low Resistance?

 � Identify unacceptable increase in resistance

 � Prevent equipment damage / Increase efficiency
 o 6000 A across a 100 μΩ bus = 3600 Watts
 o 6000 A across a 1 mΩ bus = 36,000 Watts, which will result in excessive heating

 � Low resistance path for fault current

 � Fault will always take the path of lowest resistance

 � Low resistance path for lightning strike current

 � Static electricity dissipation paths

 � Drive predictive maintenance

 � Spot the increasing resistance and correct before it becomes a problem

So what causes increase in resistance?

 � Manufacturing / installation or following a repair

 � Bolts not tightened enough

 � Poor / rough mating surfaces

 � Dirty mating surfaces

 � Damage
 o Frayed wires / broken strands etc.

 � Following long periods of shut down

 � Corrosion due to dampness

 � Chemical attack

 � Damage

So what causes increase in resistance?

 � In service

 � Environmental and chemical attack
 o Even air will oxidize
 o Moisture ingress
 o Oil and salt will degrade connections even more rapidly
 o Chemical corrosion can attack the mating surfaces

 � Electrical stresses
 o Over voltages or impulses

 � Mechanical stress
 o Vibration, impact, start / stop
 o Metal fatigue
 o Equipment heat up and cool down cycles
 o Poor solder joints
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